Citation Elements in order:
1. Author of script: Richard Adler and Jerry Ross
2. Title of recording: Damn Yankees
3. Names of notable personnel: Gwen Verdon, Stephen Douglass, Ray Walston
4. Copyright and/or production dates: 1988, 1955
5. Manufacturer: BMG Music
6. Label number: BMG 3948-2-DY
7. Format: Compact disc

Document Example:

Proper Bibliographic Reference Format:

NOTE: In Chicago, sound recordings are usually listed in a separate discography, rather than in the bibliography.

Bibliographic references are single-spaced and indented after the first line:


First Footnote or Endnote Citation:

Footnotes or endnotes are single-space and the first line is indented:


Subsequent Citations:

2Adler and Ross. OR 2Adler and Ross, Damn Yankees.